I know there is no limit to what I can accomplish. Or the difference I can make. At Kaiser Permanente, I have
the unique opportunity to work as part of an energized team, while actively pursuing my own goals. Here, I am
empowered with the resources, tools, and support I need to raise the bar a little higher every day. Kaiser
Permanente shares my success and supports my continuing achievement. If you’re ready to let your
aspirations soar, this is the place to put your beliefs to work. Consider these excellent opportunities at our
Kaiser Permanente Medical Center in Los Angeles, California.

Pharmacy Assistant (Bilingual-Spanish)
Los Angeles, California
We currently have great opportunities available for Bilingual-Spanish individuals interested in pursuing a career
as a Pharmacy Assistant. Under direct supervision and control of a licensed pharmacist, you will provide inperson and telephone reception, receives and directs new and refill prescriptions for further processing,
produces computerized or typed prescription labels, packages and sells filled prescriptions and pharmaceutical
merchandise and assists pharmacy personnel with clerical functions.
Qualifications include:
• Typing speed of 30 wpm or 6000 KPH
• Excellent customer service and telephone reception skills
• Excellent written and verbal English-speaking communication skills (bilingual skills may be required at
specific locations)
• Ability to read, understand and transcribe pharmaceutical information
• Demonstrated mathematical skills (add, subtract, multiply, divide)
• Must be willing to travel to multiple locations
• Bilingual (English/Spanish) Level I, must successfully pass or have passed the bilingual test (within the
last 12 months)
• Previous experience in Oncology and Clinical Research setting are strongly preferred

JOIN US
We offer a comprehensive compensation package, including employer-paid medical, dental and coverage for
eligible dependents for. Competitive wages, generous paid time-off and a comprehensive retirement plan are
just part of the exceptional benefits offered to Kaiser Permanente employees. Specific benefit options will vary
based on position status. For immediate consideration, please visit our careers website at kp.org/careers for
complete qualifications and job submission details. Need assistance submitting online? Simply visit
kpcareers.org/simplesteps For more information, please email Michael.S.Selwa@kp.org.
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